Good Looks From the Golden
Globes
Last night, the 74 th Golden Globe Awards, hosted by Jimmy
Fallon, broadcasted live from Beverly Hills and was viewed by
an audience of over 20 million. The first big award show of
the year featured an abundance of A-List celebrities flaunting
beautiful gowns, stylish hair and makeup and of course,
ravishing jewelry.
Our favorite looks came from Brie Larson, Lily Collins and
Maisie Williams. We noticed trends of sparkling dresses,
embellished capped sleeves and plaid tuxes from the men, just
to name a few. Last night’s show previewed some of the year’s
hottest trends and gave many cues of what to stock in your
showcases. Here are a couple of notable looks we absolutely
love:

Pretty in Pink
Pink was prominent on the red carpet this year. It appeared
again and again in designs as different as perky pink ruffles
and elegantly draped fabrics. We loved Chrissy Teigen’s
chandelier earrings and felt these gemstone cluster earrings
were a perfect compliment to her look. These pink pearl drop
earrings also mirror those worn by Felicity Jones.
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Curvy Ear Climbers
Did you see Naomie Harris’ ear climbers? They were hard to
miss, running the length of her ears, shimmering with leafy
accents. Following the trend, Regina King’s full-length
climbers made soft curves as they shone in the spotlight.
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Classic Pearls
Though considered a “safe” jewelry choice, classic pearls all
but scream elegance and grace. Sienna Miller’s fabulous
ensemble featured a strand of pearls, pearl bracelets and a
ring to match. Carrie Underwood’s pearl drop earrings modestly
adorned her warm, bright smile.
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Teardrops of Joy
The teardrop green quartz earrings featured below, replicate
Mandy Moore’s eye-catching kunzite adornments. Jessica Biel’s
teardrop earrings also stood out from the crowd. Here are our
takes on her textured teardrop earrings with a necklace
pendant to match.
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Trendy Hoops
National Jeweler said that hoops are the trend that will take
us into 2017 and so far, their prediction proves true. Kristen
Bell, one of the night’s best dressed, rocked a pair of
diamond triple hoop earrings. Likewise, Viola Davis in her
candy yellow gown wore diamond hoops similar to those shown
below.
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Timeless Emeralds
Bold emeralds have emerged as a red carpet mainstay with their
timeless appeal and versatility. Jaimie Alexander paired her
emerald and black dress with show-stopping emerald studs. Gina
Rodrigue wore navy while Laverne Cox donned all white, both
chose elegant emerald accents.
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Who do you think was best-dressed last night? What were your
favorite trends from the ceremony? Let us know in the comments
below!

